2010 tundra fuse box

Years of production: Toyota is among the renowned automotive brands that are popular for its
reliability. When it comes to multi-use vehicles, then it provides some of the best models. One
of them is the Toyota Tundra that comes under the category of a full-size pick-up truck. This
pick- up truck is equipped with numerous features such as a roomy cabin, par level engine, and
apt safety standard. The material used in the manufacturing of Tundra II makes it quite reliable
as it comes with a V8 engine option also. With the roomy seating arrangement, one could get
optimal space. The reliability standard ratings make this pick-up truck apt for both commercial
and household purposes. The first model of Tundra was launched in and gained a lot of
popularity after that. The different models come with and horsepower V8 engines. The smooth
six- speed transmission provides optimal control. With the muscular body, the off-road ability of
this truck makes it apt for the countryside. When it comes to space, the spacious cabin can
quickly provide seats to 5 to 6 passengers. Apart from all of this, the forward collision warning
is the best safety standard, followed by Toyota. In addition to these, the user-friendly
infotainment system makes it quite entertaining. To regulate the temperature, it is equipped with
climate control features. The latest model of is well equipped with remote keyless entry, cruise
control, 6. After a fuse is replaced If the lights do not turn on even after the fuse has been
replaced, a bulb may need replacement. If there is an overload in the circuits The fuses are
designed to blow before the entire wiring harness is damaged. Just got my timing belt and
water pump fixed. When it happened my whole dashboard lit up like a Christmas tree. I got it
back and the P on the dashboard which means park not parking brake will not go off. Can
anyone help please. It still has a check engine light on and can not be cleared with a Snap-on
Analyzer - im at my whit's end - i need to get this inspected before im hauled away - any ideas? I
purchased the new sensor at carparts. Login Register. Toyota Tundra: Second Generation The
first model of Tundra was launched in and gained a lot of popularity after that. Ford Fiesta VI - :
Fuse box. Volvo C30 I - : Fuse box. Interior lights, personal lights, vanityights, engine switch
light, footight, door courtesy lights, accessoryeter. Back-up lights, charging system,auge and
meters, turn signalights, air conditioning system, seateaters, back window defogger. Instrument
panel lights, glove boxight, ashtray, accessory meter,udio system, rear view monitor,avigation
system, rear seat entertainmentystem, gauges andeters, air conditioning system. Accessory
meter, audio system,ear seat entertainment system,ear view monitor, navigation system,ack-up
lights, trailer lightsback-up lights , multiplex communicationystem, power outlet, outsideear
view mirror. Autos helped make these videos. The video above shows how to check for blown
fuses in the interior fuse box of your Toyota Tundra and where the fuse panel diagram is
located. If your map light, stereo, heated seats, headlights, power windows or other electronic
components suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your
Tundra is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because
they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Toyotas have multiple interior fuse
boxes even the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your Tundra
is located. The more electronics your Tundra has, the more fuses it has. Some components may
have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in
question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your Tundra, make sure you replace it with one
that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the
component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted
professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced
or if there is a short or some other problem with your Tundra. Hans Angermeier has produced
over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic
repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Cars burn, leak and otherwise
dispense of their oil. Check your level frequently and top up when necessary. On many cars, the
high beam bulb runs at reduced power during the day - check 'em and change 'em! Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Oil level check. Replace brights. Replace an interior fuse.
Try this cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze, too bad it's toxic! Fix
your minor leaks. See all videos for the Toyota Tundra. We have a massive and growing video
library, but we don't have everything Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above
shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your Toyota Tundra in addition to
the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated
seats, high beams, power windows all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances

are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your Tundra is experiencing electrical problems, you
should always check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to
change. Some Toyotas have multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above
will show you where the interior fuse box of your Tundra is located. If your Tundra has many
options like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components
may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the
component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your Tundra, make sure you
replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the
fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a
trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be
replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your Tundra. Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise
on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Transmissions that leak
fluid usually have never been flushed and the seal is finally leaking. The right stop leak product
can cure a lot. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Add antifreeze. Low coolant levels is all to
common - top yours up today. Check transmission fluid level. Harsh downshifts? Slipping
gears? You might be low on transmission fluid. Extended Cab Pickup 4 Door. Change the
parking light. Small bulbs that burn out regularly - did you know you can replace these with LED
lights? Dealing with minor transmission fluid leaks. See all videos for the Toyota Tundra. We
have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything This is NOT the fuse
panel that is sometimes located in the interior of the vehicle. Fuses may or may not be included
with the fuse box. Any included fuses are considered a free bonus and not covered by any kind
of warranty. In most cases the fuse box will be unplugged from the vehicle wiring harness. In
some cases a wiring pigtail may still be attached to the fuse box, but is not covered by our
warranty. No photos of the actual fuse box are available. A Stock photo showing multiple fuse
boxes from random vehicles has been used as a general representation. This is NOT a
manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. This will fit: Toyota Tundra 5. You will only
receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not assume
anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in
good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the
vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT
part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application.
Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your
local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues from happening
and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. Boxes - Check the ebay 'Shipping and
Payments' tab for more info. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit
cards, cash, or any form of checks will be accepted for example: certified, personal, or company
checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is
required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales tax will be
charged when parts are sold to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy
sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to questions related to orders.
Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment or other general questions.
Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are looking for. We hope you and
your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine Size:. Ad vertisements. In this article, we
consider the second-generation Toyota Tundra XK50 before a facelift, produced from to Here
you will find fuse box diagrams of Toyota Tundra , , , , , and , get information about the location
of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout. It is
located under the dashboard remove the lid to access. How to check the fuses? How to replace
a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Passenger Compartment Fuse Box. Engine Compartment Fuse Box. Learn more: How to check
the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Back-up
lights, charging system, gauge and meters, turn signal lights, air conditioning system, seat
heaters, back window defogger. Instrument panel lights, glove box light, accessory meter, audio
system, rear view monitor, navigation system, rear seat entertainment system, gauges and
meters, air conditioning system. Accessory meter, audio system, rear seat entertainment

system, rear view monitor, navigation system, back-up lights, trailer lights back-up lights ,
multiplex communication system, power outlet, outside rear view mirror. Audio system, rear
view monitor, navigation system, rear seat entertainment system. Interior lights, personal lights,
vanity lights, engine switch light, foot light, accessory meter. Discussion in ' General Tundra
Discussion ' started by csuviper , Jan 27, Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to
Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a
FREE account. Heat shield Exhaust size before tip? Post Reply. This question has come up
several times so i thought i would add the location and some information on the interior
accessory fuse box. The fuse box is located under the drives side footwell area. You will have to
get on your back on the floor and look up. No need to remove any dash components. The fuse
box has a cover on it that looks like this: Here is the fuse box with the cover off: Here are some
helpful links related to the fuse box: Cigarette lighter power accessories not working
Underhood fuse box information. Boomdoggy , Tundra , TTund16 and 4 others like this. I'll look
for it after my next meeting. No sooner than I left the dealership, I plugged in my cheapo phone
charger and blew them again! Is the center console on a separate fuse on a ? Are there any
additional fuses linked to these damn cigarette lighter outlets? Thanks in advance. TundraGirl ,
Apr 6, I believe the cab lights are on this same fuse. Did you replace with LEDs where you could
have bent a terminal and have a short circuit? Are you sure your phone charger is not the
culprit and shorting them out? I would suspect the phone charger I think. NewImprovedRon ,
Apr 6, I just bought a 10 pack of 15A fuses. After work, I will test a different device other than
the suspected phone charger. I am pretty sure it was the cheap phone charger. I just bought it
and suddenly now I have blown fuses where before, I did not. MyFj08 likes this. Let us know
how it works out. My guess is it's the cheap charger. T-Rex , Apr 6, Sounds like a fuse was
blown but don't know which one NewImprovedRon , Oct 25, NewImprovedRon likes this.
TheBeast and csuviper [OP] like this. Glad you got it squared away! NewImprovedRon , Oct 26,
Sean csuviper bobeast I'm looking to add a dash cam and hard wire using an add a circuit. Do
you guys know which one to use for the cab fuse panel? Thinking it is the ATM mini blade type?
Cutter29 , Jan 31, Those are Lo-Pro Mini fuses. Like these and here is the. NewImprovedRon
and Cutter29 like this. Vehicle: Platinum, Silver Sky Metallic. Tundra Fan , Jun 13, This site gives
a pretty good overview of the various automotive fuse types. Thank you for this post. I have
installed a Light bar and run the wires through fire wall. But, now I want to change the supplied
switch to a more stock switch that I b
vw bug window ac
1968 dodge 440 hei ignition wiring diagram
turbo mazda miata
ought from aironboard. I just don't know where to add a circuit in the fuse box in order to
illuminate the switch. I want it to work like the other switches in the truck. Thank you in
advance! ThorXP , Jul 16, For the AirOnBoard switches there is no need to tap into the fuse box.
Every switch on your dash has an illumination wire, so just tap into an adjacent switch using a
small PosiTap. Ccleme11 and NewImprovedRon like this. Thank you for the reply. I don't have a
positap So having that, where would you recommend I place it? Does anyone know if you can
replace the entire fuse block?? Just bought my used and fuses were blown and when I checked
this is what I got Morath , Aug 15, T-Rex , Aug 15, SiberianTundra likes this. Truck is from
Florida I found out. Not sure what happened. NewImprovedRon , Aug 16, Jagamov , Aug 16,
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